Abstract
Introduction
In some industries such as financial services (FS), analyzing the immense volumes of data that constantly accumulate in their business is a fundamental way to discover new knowledge and is critical to establishing a competitive advantage [1] .
Grid computing provides a cost effective way to support these data intensive analytical applications. An enterprise grid [2] pools resources across divisions or sites, each of which corresponds to a different administrative domain (AD) within the institution, where reliable security solutions are available.
During a business day, the computing resources in a FS institution are well utilized for trading, pricing and hedging. However, between two consecutive business days, many machines are idle and can be dedicated to a specific application for hours [3] .
Grid computing is now well established, and as such resource reservation services have been developed to provide quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees to corresponding applications and resources. For example, RSVP [4] can be used to reserve downstream and upstream bandwidths for a host, and GARA [5] or gLite [6] supports the co-reservation of diverse resources in the same time interval.
An instance of the application to be executed is referred to as a job, which generally consists of multiple tasks. In a grid, although the tasks can be scheduled dynamically at each step [7] , a much better outcome can be achieved in many cases by applying inadvance static scheduling to ensure that the key steps are executed on the right resources and that communication costs are minimized [8] . TITAN [9] , underpinned by a performance prediction toolkit known as PACE [10] , is one such performance-aware scheduling system that balances the workloads on physical resources across multiple ADs, using the runto-completion (RTC) [11] policy. To generate time predictions for mapping strategies with sufficient accuracy, the task-and hardware-models are combined using a so-called evaluation engine. Accordingly, we define an analysis VO as an environment that provides all the facilities fully committed to a data intensive analytical job for a specific time window. In an analysis VO, the entire data object is divided into multiple standard-sized data items. All the calculators (computational hosts) collaborate, in dedicated mode, on a job composed of multiple tasks, each operating on its own set of essential data items. As each task has to be executed sequentially, the data and associated operations should meet on one processor.
A single-program-multiple-data (SPMD) program creating exactly one task per processor often requires that before all its tasks can be synchronously started every one should get all its input data items (called its essential data items). Many applications have been developed under this convention [12, 13] , so when these legacy applications are ported onto grids, there should be an initialization stage in which every data item is delivered to the calculators that require it. Minimizing the duration of this delivery process is important for reducing the total elapsed time of the job.
Given the reserved resources, we use TITAN to allocate the analytical computation and the associated input data items to the calculators for balanced loads. In an analysis VO, usually each task of the SPMD application, respectively mapped to a different processor, has a distinct set of essential data items. In a grid, the calculators are probably heterogeneous shared memory (SMP) hosts, with varying numbers of processors, and for each calculator, its set of necessary data items includes all the essential data items of the tasks assigned to it by TITAN. We find that typically the calculators need not download the entire data object, and their sets of necessary data items are partially overlapped.
Following the traditional client server paradigm, the pronounced delay for initialization can outweigh the computational benefit of grids. Recently, P2P techniques have been employed for content distribution. In such a system, each host requests service from, and also provides service to other hosts. With cooperation, the source server of the data object need not increase its resources to support the larger user population. While emphasizing autonomy, most P2P systems are characterized by transient populations [14] because a host links to the system mainly for its own benefit and can arbitrarily decide its joining and leaving time. With little central administration, every peer in the system adapts its own parameters to its unstable neighborhood for acceptable performance. Without global information and optimization, existing P2P systems suffer from inefficient use of network resource, which decreases their overall system performance.
In contrast, grids, especially enterprise grids, emphasize collaboration and provide sophisticated services to integrate resources for high level QoS. In an analysis VO, all the recruited resources are tightly coupled into a virtual meta-computer and subordinate to a specific job. Since all the participating machines strive toward a common goal, given the resource reservation services which prevent resource fluctuation, we assume that every host in the analysis VO can not withdraw before the end of the job, and that the resources contribute a sustained level of service throughout job execution. The facilities constituting an analysis VO are usually distributed in different ADs. Between hosts in different ADs, communication is often constrained by security firewalls [15] . Additionally, the latency of an inter-domain link is often one order of magnitude (or more) higher than that of an intra-domain link [16] .
In view of the clustered structure of an analysis VO, we design a three-tier framework comprising a guider in the top tier, coordinators in the middle tier and calculators in the bottom tier. A novel service operates as an overlay for cooperative data download, which occupies these three tiers and configures a P2P hierarchy with separate management. The coordinators, one for each AD, are dedicated machines and do not execute application tasks. Our scheme can be broadly described as a P2P approach, because in the initialization stage each host can act as a client in one transfer, and as a server in another. In this paper, a host is associated with a data item if this host requires it, and a transmission is the operation that completes the transfer of a data item between two hosts.
Given the reserved bandwidths, the schedule of data item delivery is optimized by our Deployed In Advance Overlay (DIAO) scheme, which allows all the calculators to receive their necessary data items without redundancy before beginning their analytical tasks. Three algorithms have been proposed to minimize the makespan of the initial data distribution stage and correspondingly schedule the transmissions of every data item in the overlay. The guider employs our first algorithm to evenly allocate the transmissions from the source server to all the coordinators. This scheme guarantees that each data item is uploaded only once by the source server for the job. The coordinator that directly downloads a data item from the source server acts as its seed, and its transmissions between all its associated coordinators is scheduled, subject to their reserved bandwidths, by the guider with a greedy heuristic. While receiving data from the source server and the other coordinators, a coordinator begins to dispense received data items to the calculators in its AD. For each data item, another greedy heuristic is used by the coordinator to choose one of its associated calculators as its seed in this AD, and schedule its transmissions between all its associated calculators in this AD, subject to their reserved bandwidths.
The bottleneck resource of the overlay is identified, and our DIAO scheme is able to minimize the makespan of initial data distribution by optimally scheduling the transmissions to fully utilize the bottleneck resource, while imposing minimum burden on the source server. The effectiveness of this scheme is demonstrated through simulation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related research in this area. Section 3 describes the operation of our DIAO scheme. Section 4 analyzes the performance of this new approach and section 5 presents the scheduling problems and related heuristics. Section 6 illustrates the effectiveness of our scheme via simulation. Finally we conclude the paper and discuss the further work.
Related work
Schemes for obtaining large files from a server are well studied. P2P protocols that organize the hosts into meshes have been suggested. Bit-Torrent [17] sets up a tracker service to help peers downloading the same file find each other. To provide update information, each client periodically reconnects to the tracker, which clearly limits the scalability of the system. The Slurpie protocol [18] includes refinements for functioning with large client sets. Through an available bandwidth estimation technique, the protocol makes informed decisions about the number of edges to keep in the mesh, and the number of simultaneous data connections to keep open. Nevertheless, with little information about the peers out of its neighborhood, a peer can not make the optimal decisions and network resources remain underutilized. Such inefficiencies are more conspicuous when cooperative incentive mechanisms [18] that penalize free riders are in place.
With a P2P protocol based on network coding [19] , a peer generates and sends a linear combination of all its available data blocks. After a peer receives enough linearly independent combinations of data blocks, it can reconstruct the original content. A given code is combined with many other codes as it propagates and the introduced randomization reduces the probability of a code not being useful to the node. This approach makes better use of the available network capacity. However, encoding and decoding cost computing cycles, and inverting the coefficient matrix for reconstruction may also introduce numerical errors.
Originally, grids only connected a modest number of sites into collaborations and consequently scalability was not addressed as a priority.
A dataset may be available on several servers in a grid. For example, in the LDR System [20] , a site randomly chooses among the available locations and downloads the data using Grid-FTP. Randomly selecting the source can spread the workload between various sites, but even when targeting the same files, different sites individually initiate and perform their own transfers without deliberate collaboration. To save the storage space, the DSRL architecture [21] allows a site to retain only the partial content of an original file, deleting the unnecessary part, based on the assumption that the blocks in a fragmented replica are contiguous.
JUXMEM [22] is a data sharing service that combines the concepts of P2P and Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) in the grid. The design of such a grid service mirrors a hierarchical architecture comprising multiple clusters. Applications are able to read/write data from/to the service. However, data mutability is enabled by sacrificing performance due to consistency overheads. When coupling multiple clusters, both DAS [16] and PACX-MPI [23] forward all off-cluster messages to a dedicated gateway machine per cluster. These gateways minimize the use of the high-latency inter-domain channels by allowing a low message count with a high message payload.
In existing P2P systems, the lack of global information about the overlay prevents the download time from being minimized by optimally scheduling the data transfers. Most P2P systems are designed on the assumption that every host in the overlay pursues the entire data object, which is not always the case in an analysis VO. JuxMen realizes a grid service via P2P techniques, but it does not specifically optimize the duration of the initial data distribution for a job. Moreover, the data to be analyzed presents phenomena that are uninfluenced by the analysis, and the read-only access pattern meets the majority of the data analysis needs [20] . Hence enabling write operations on shared data with the overhead of synchronization for replica consistency may not be a wise choice for data analysis jobs.
Problem formulation
In this section, the distinctive traits of an analysis VO are described and the schematic of DIAO is formulated.
The features of analysis VOs
All the recruited resources in an analysis VO are tightly coupled into a virtual meta-computer for a specific job, and therefore the arrivals and departures of the hosts are synchronized. When performing the computation of the same job, all the calculators need to communicate with one another at intervals to exchange information. The transfer rate of a message is limited by the available bandwidth of the bottleneck link in the channel from the sender to the receiver, so adequate thresholds of available bandwidth must be secured by all the involved hosts to guarantee satisfactory performance [24] . Therefore, we assume that for each involved host its downstream bandwidth is equal to its upstream bandwidth, and these two bandwidths are independent. All the calculators in the same AD will be reserved the same amount of bandwidth. Similarly, in the upper-level overlay, all the coordinators will be reserved the same amount of bandwidth. Similar models assuming that the download capacity is equal to the upload capacity have already been adopted in both practical implementations [19] and theoretical modeling studies [24] of P2P overlays.
The following features distinguish analysis VOs from existing cooperative file distribution systems:
The reserved resources remain constant and hosts do not disconnect with infrequent exceptions or failure; Hosts from different ADs are logically contained. For example, exterior hosts are often prevented from contacting the interior hosts by firewalls; It is only necessary to deliver a data item to the host that requires it.
The design criteria
Our work focuses on sharing immutable data: the shared data are read-only and can be replicated without a limit on the number of copies. There are three potential objectives. First, the burden on the source server arising from a job should be minimized. Second, the duration, or makespan of the data distribution should be minimized. Third, the unnecessary transmissions in the overlay ought to be eliminated. Unfortunately, these three objectives are orthogonal and some trade-off between these criteria is needed. To ensure a satisfactory design, a hard constraint is set that every required data item can be downloaded from the source server just once for a job, such that the load on the source server induced by this job does not increase with the number of involved hosts, and is decreased to its minimum, so a job will be charged at the lowest price under an economic model [25] . The minimum redundancy in the schedule of transmissions is desirable but not essential. In other words, we will not setup a transmission to deliver an unnecessary data item to any host unless it helps reduce the makespan of data distribution. With target bounds for two objectives, the final goal is to minimize the makespan of the data item distribution from the source server to the calculators.
Available resources
Our DIAO scheme configures a P2P overlay into a hierarchy. Shown in Figure 1 , the upper level overlay consists of the source server, the guider, and all the coordinators. These hosts efficiently propagate data items to all the involved ADs. In every AD, a sub-mesh covers the coordinator and all its calculators. The lower level overlay includes all the sub-meshes.
The target data object is divided into N data items 
Operation under the DIAO scheme
Our service helps a job obtain data items from the source server, employing the following hierarchical distributed schematic:
According to the mapping results of TITAN, A i calculates the set of , D i k 's necessary data items:
, and reports S i,k to the guider, According to the DIAO scheme, the guider, which is the information rendezvous of all the coordinators, optimizes the data delivery from the source server to all the ADs, and every coordinator, which is the centralized knowledge point of its AD, optimally schedules the data propagation from itself to all its calculators. Clearly, the coordinator is the only host in an AD for which it is compulsory to contact external hosts, so it is easier to deal with security issues and firewalls. For every calculator, the routing paths of all its necessary data items entirely stay within its AD, and thereby the path locality [15] is optimized.
Connections are established between pairs of hosts, for transmitting a single data item. This fine-grained control allows the otherwise idle capacity to be exploited. Simplifying the regulation of every transmission can alleviate the control overhead, so we prescribe that a transmission must be completed at a constant rate. To diminish the store-and-forward delay, a data item is split into pieces with standard size P V , and a host is permitted to begin forwarding a data item once its first piece has been completely received (referred to as prepared for forward). The rate of transmissions is confined to increase their parallelism, and their maximal rate is F R , where 
Modeling of the DIAO scheme
In this section, we introduce a flexible mathematical abstraction of an overlay, with which to evaluate our DIAO scheme.
Precedence constraints
There are three stages in the data distribution: the first stage is completed when all the data items have been uploaded by the source server; the second stage is accomplished when every coordinator has received all its required data items; the third stage is achieved when every calculator has received all its necessary data items. A later stage can not finish before any former stage has completed. Let SS 
Resource constraints

L1
T is decreased if all the coordinators begin downloading from the source server at the earliest possible time (i.e. 0) and continuously pull every data item with the maximum possible speed (i.e. Recall that every coordinator has an upstream bandwidth equal to its downstream bandwidth, so relatively there is some surplus in their upload capacity. Hence we infer that the data propagation in the upper level overlay is constrained by their download capacity. The Theory of Constraints (TOC) [26] states that the way to optimize a system is to increase the utilization of its bottleneck resource. Let should be estimated as:
Makespan estimation
The data flow is not homogeneous fluid, but is composed of discrete transmissions with various rates and each hop along the overlay path of a data item induces a delay of at least PF In Equation (1) 
Transmission scheduling
In this section, we present three heuristics for exploiting the reserved resources, with the aim of minimizing the makespan of data distribution.
TCP/IP is chosen for data transport in the overlay. Thus a transmission can be characterized by a tuple IP to be determined. Our DIAO scheme constructs a near optimal schedule by directly scheduling every transmission. In the first phase, the N transmissions that deliver the N demanded data items are assigned to the M coordinators to reduce L1 T . In the second phase, the remaining transmissions in the upper level overlay are settled to decrease L2 T . In the third phase, the transmissions in every sub-mesh are disposed to minimize MO T .
Optimizing the first phase
All the coordinators start to download from the source server at time 0 with the maximal achievable rate of 
, and will forward them to their associated coordinators without distributing them in its sub-mesh. Redundant transmissions are raised, but the burden of the source server remains the same. These additional transmissions only consume some otherwise underutilized network resource, as each host in the overlay has reserved constant bandwidth. The performance of the assignment benefits from the improved transmission parallelism brought about by these redundant transmissions. After producing the modified assignment H * , the guider merges A i 's native queue and immigrant queue into its final queue. All the indices of data items in this queue are sorted on the number of their associated coordinators in descending order. Every coordinator will download the data items in the order consistent with their positions in its final queue. Thereby, a subschedule 1 s including these N transmissions of the first stage has been drawn.
Optimizing the second phase
The coordinator directly pulling a data item from the source server is referred to as its seed coordinator. Now the guider is confronted with the problem of routing every data item between their associated coordinators to minimize L2 T . The scheduling problem in the second phase is, given the data requirement and reserved bandwidths of every coordinator, as well as 1 s , create a schedule 2 s of the necessary transmissions such that 2 E min max ( ) w s t w ∈ , subject to the conditions that at any time the occupied bandwidths of every coordinator are not greater than its reserved bandwidths. A greedy constructive algorithm is developed to ascertain 2 s by scheduling every required transmission exactly once. At a macro level, the spanning tree containing all the associated coordinators of each data item is constructed one by one. In each step, dependent on the partially created schedule 
Optimizing the third phase
While delivering data items according to A coordinator uploads every data item only once to one of its associated calculators, and then this calculator disseminates it among all its associated calculators in this AD. The greedy approach described in section 5.2 is adjusted according to the characteristics of the sub-meshes. From a higher level view, the spanning tree of every data item, including all its associated calculators in this AD, will be built up one by one according to the positions of their corresponding entries in L i . In each step, dependent on the partially shaped schedule P i s , a transmission with the locally minimum completion time is chosen.
After
, the maximum,
is reduced.
Simulation results
For the return series of N assets, the number of elements in their conditional covariance matrix is ( 1) 2 N N + . The FM-GARCH model [28] , first estimates a univariate GARCH(1,1) process for every return series, and secondly estimates a univariate GARCH(1,1) process of every off-diagonal element, under the assumption of conditional bivariate normality. Since November 2007, there have been more than 3300 stocks listed in the London stock exchange. For each stock, if its price is recorded every minute, its annual return series would consist of 129k elements and occupy approximately 1.03M Bytes space using a double precision format. If an investor chooses some subset from 3000 stocks based on their one-year minutely return series for a portfolio, approximately 3GB of data are required in the modeling.
Suppose that we experiment on 3000 return series of 1MBytes each. The tasks for estimation are allocated to 19 calculators mastered by 5 coordinators. This is represented in Figure 2 , where the dashed lines border the workloads of different calculators and the solid lines enclose the aggregated workloads in various ADs. Every dot represents 62,500 elements, and every return series is considered as a distinct data item: B V = 1MBytes. The total data object is 3GB and is assigned We first assume that all the coordinators and calculators in the overlay have reserved the same amount of bandwidth. In these cases the global bottleneck in the overlay is 2 A . The makespans achieved by our DIAO scheme (i.e. D ; otherwise, we have 2 A . As shown by the curve on the left hand side in Figure 4 , when 2, 4 B is in the vicinity of 1.25MB/s, there is a modest decline in GB η of about 6%. This degradation in efficiency validates a statement of TOC that a system can have only one bottleneck per throughput path and all non-bottlenecks must have excess capacity for operational efficiency. In the current case, if 2 A has moderate extra capacity, for example when These simulation results demonstrate that our DIAO scheme minimizes the duration of initial data distribution in an analysis VO, by exploiting the bottleneck resource in the overlay with a utilization usually higher than 95%. Even if the non-bottleneck resource has a small excess capacity relative to the global bottleneck, the achieved utilization of the bottleneck resource is still greater than 90%.
Conclusions
Our three-tier framework provides a powerful abstraction of an analysis VO. A hierarchy of overlays that reflects administrative boundaries and respects connectivity constraints is formed to support gridenabled data analysis applications through organizing their initial data distribution process. Coordinators help ensure the minimum burden on the source server brought about by data intensive jobs. Each of them stages the union of necessary data items of its AD and then accommodates its calculators' individualized data requirements with no redundancy. The challenging problem of finding an optimal propagation scheme, for data items to minimize the download time in a decentralized heterogeneous system, is made more difficult as different hosts require various subsets of data items, because two hosts near to each other in an analysis VO may not have any common necessary data items. Therefore a host is probably not able to locate its necessary data items by querying its neighbors and hence experiences content bottleneck: data items useful to it among its neighbors are not sufficient to fully utilize its available downstream bandwidth. To reduce the probability of content bottlenecks in the overlay, the DIAO scheme judiciously chooses the source of each required data item for every host by optimally determining the sender of each necessary transmission for this host, based on rendezvoused information. Efforts are simplified by reducing the optimization problem to tractable sizes and addressing these in a distributed manner: the transmissions in the upper level overlay are optimally scheduled by the guider, and the plan of the transmissions in every sub-mesh is concurrently optimized by their coordinators. The mission of participant hosts in an analysis VO is accomplished when all of their analytic results are aggregated, so they are aggressively regulated. Peers at two levels cooperate strictly in accordance with the centrally constituted schedules that deliberately steer every transmission, thus minimizing the makespan of the data distribution. This ad hoc P2P scheme results in near full utilization of the bottleneck resource.
For a greater degree of flexibility, we are developing techniques to accommodate multiple source servers when the data object is stored separately. In this situation, the transmissions in the first stage have higher parallelism, and thus L1 T can be further reduced, which itself presents more opportunities for makespan reduction.
